Bring Your Vacation Property to Life Online

Increase Bookings and
Engage Guests

According to the REA Group,
properties on their listing portal
featuring a Matterport 3D tour
generate 95% more calls and 65%
more emails versus properties
shown with just photos.

“

We know that quality photography drives bookings,
and now we’re taking that philosophy a step further to
provide a fully immersive booking experience.

Serene Lakefront Cabin

— Eric Breon, CEO of Vacasa

Quaint Beach Bungalow

Hire Hot Shoe Pix, a Matterport
Photographer, to scan your property today!

”

Cozy Mountain Chalet

info@hotshoepix.com
(808) 445-9294

“

We’ve recently started using Matterport 3D
walkthroughs for our luxury apartment rentals on
Orbirental. The tours provide an eye-catching,
immersive experience to guests, preventing
unexpected surprises at check-in.
Julien Vergély
General Manager, ParisLuxuryRentals.com

”

Speed up the decision making process
Your guests conduct a huge amount of research online before they make a booking decision.
Matterport 3D walkthroughs give groups, families and solo travelers the most realistic and
engaging experience of your vacation rental, enabling them to book quickly and with confidence.

Impress online visitors with these exciting features

3D Walkthrough

Schematic Floor Plans

Virtual Reality

Allow your guests to walk
through your property to
get a sense of the space.

Easily generate Schematic Floor
Plans with accurate dimensions
and room labels.

Make your Spaces viewable
in VR on the Samsung Gear
VR or Google Cardboard.

Why Matterport Works for Travel & Hospitality
Easy to Use:

Easy to Share:

Easy to Stand Out:

Show off your properties
in a matter of hours.

Engage guests online and
in social media

Increase web engagement
by up to 300%

Hire a Matterport Photographer
to scan your property today!
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